Phenomenological kinetics of the thermal decomposition of sodium hydrogencarbonate.
Aiming to find rigorous understanding and novel features for their potential applications, the physico-geometrical kinetics of the thermal decomposition of sodium hydrogencarbonate (SHC) was investigated by focusing on the phenomenological events taking place on a single crystalline particle during the course of the reaction. The overall kinetics evaluated by systematic measurements of the kinetic rate data by thermogravimetry under carefully controlled conditions were interpreted in association with the morphological studies on the precursory reaction, mechanism of surface reaction, structure of the surface product layer, diffusion path of evolved gases, crystal growth of the solid product, and so on. The precursory reaction was identified as the decomposition of impurity, taking place at the boundary between the surface of the SHC crystal and the adhesive small SHC particles deposited on the surface. In flowing dry N(2), the thermal decomposition of SHC proceeds by two-dimensional shrinkage of the reaction interface controlled by chemical reaction with the apparent activation energy of about 100 kJ mol(-1), after rapid completion of the surface reaction and formation of porous surface product layer. Atmospheric CO(2) and water vapor influence differently on the overall kinetics of the thermal decomposition of SHC. Added gas phase of CO(2) slightly inhibits the overall rate because of the increasing contribution of the surface reaction. Under higher water vapor pressure, the physico-geometrical mechanism of the surface reaction changes drastically, indicating the preliminary reformation of reactant surface and the formation of needle crystals of solid product on the surface. The mechanistic change and extended contribution of the surface reaction result in the deceleration of the surface reaction and acceleration of the established reaction.